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Abstract

The adsorption behaviour and electronic properties of Ce@C82 molecules on the Ag:Si(111)-(
p

3·
p

3)R30� surface

have been studied using scanning tunnelling microscopy and photoelectron spectroscopy. Submonolayer coverages and

multilayer films of Ce@C82 comprise highly ordered molecular domains which have a single, well-defined orientation

with respect to the underlying substrate crystallographic axes. UPS spectra reveal that the Ce@C82 films are semicon-

ducting with a band gap of at least 0.3 eV and, as for La@C82, contain low binding energy peaks related to charge

transfer from the encapsulated atom to the fullerene molecular orbitals. The valence state of the incarcerated Ce has

been probed by Ce 3d XPS for both �as-deposited� and air-exposed Ce@C82 monolayers. There is little change in the

�close to 3+� valence state of the Ce atom––and little evidence of Ce oxidation––following exposure of a Ce@C82 mono-

layer to atmosphere for a period of 10 months.
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1. Introduction

Ever since their successful synthesis and purifi-

cation shortly after the discovery of C60 [1,2],

endohedral fullerenes 1 have attracted wide atten-
tion as a new family of molecules with unique

structural and electronic properties. In an endohe-

dral fullerene, one or more atoms are incorporated

into the inner cavity of the fullerene cage [3]. The

encapsulated atom usually––though not always

(see below)––transfers charge, where the amount

of charge transfer depends on the type of the

encapsulated atom(s), to the carbon cage. This
provides a novel method of fullerene doping. A

wide variety of experimental studies have conclu-

sively shown that, in the majority of cases, the

interaction of the encapsulated atom with the cage

generally has a strong ionic component [4] and

that a substantial degree of orbital hybridisation

may also be present [5]. Despite this coupling,

the fullerene shell can provide efficient isolation
of the encapsulated atom from the molecular sur-

roundings. The clearest example of this shield-

ing effect is the �Faraday cage� formed by C60

for an encapsulated N atom [6]. Notwithstand-

ing the highly reactive nature of atomic nitrogen,

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectros-

copy shows that in N@C60, nitrogen maintains

its atomic ground state configuration––a striking
and fascinating result [6].

It should be stressed that N@C60 differs mark-

edly from lanthanide endofullerenes in that there

is negligible interaction or hybridisation of the

atomic N states with the fullerene molecular orbit-

als. However, we have recently shown that the Ce

atom in Ce@C82 is also remarkably well-shielded

from the chemical environment of the fullerene
cage, despite the presence of a strong Ce–C82 inter-

action [7]. The motivation underlying our study of

Ce@C82 (detailed here and in other [7,27] papers)

stems not only from an interest in electronic cou-

plings and molecule-surface interactions in endo-
1 We realise that although the use of the terms ‘‘endohedral

fullerene’’ and ‘‘X@C82’’ have become widespread in the

physics community, the correct IUPAC nomenclature is in fact

‘‘incar-fullerenes’’ and ‘‘iXC82’’, denoting the incarceration of

the atom within the molecular cage.
fullerene systems, but from the intriguing

physical properties of Ce itself. As discussed in de-

tail by van der Eb [8], although the electronic con-

figuration for atomic cerium is [Xe] 6s24f2 pure Ce

adopts a configuration between [Xe] 6s25d14f1 and
[Xe] 6s25d24f0 in the bulk form, depending on the

structural phase (notably, Ce is the only element

with a solid–solid critical point). The ground state

properties of Ce are generally described using one

of two models where the 4f electrons are treated

either in terms of a band formalism or as localized

states which are weakly coupled to an itinerant

conduction band [9,10]. In Ce compounds, the
character of the 4f states and the overall electronic

structure of the solid similarly depend strongly on

4f-conduction electron hybridisation. Given the

distinct differences between the character of 4f

electrons in cerium as compared to other lantha-

nides––in particular, their much less localized

character––it is clear that Ce@C82 represents an

extremely important member of the endohedral
fullerene family whose study has the potential to

yield significant insights into the electronic behav-

iour of cerium.

Despite this intrinsic fundamental interest,

Ce@C82 remains one of the least studied endohe-

dral fullerenes. Early work focused on the synthe-

sis process and the valence of the Ce atom which,

from an analysis of Ce 3d X-ray photoelectron
spectra, was proposed to be 3+ [11,12]. Sato

et al. [13] investigated the intramolecular dynamic

motion of the Ce atom in the cage and found the

presence of two different chemical species of Ce@

C82. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman scatter-

ing measurements have also been utilized to char-

acterize the structure of Ce@C82 powders and thin

films [14,15]. Here, we extend the study of Ce@C82

to encompass scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) and photoelectron spectroscopy measure-

ments of submonolayer coverages and thin films

of the molecule on Ag:Si(111)-(
p

3·
p

3)R30�
surfaces. (The reasons motivating our choice of

this particular substrate are outlined in Section

2.) Although STM is a powerful tool to investigate

the behaviour of endofullerenes on clean surfaces
and has been successfully used to study, for exam-

ple, submonolayer coverages of La@C82 and

Y@C82 on metal and semiconductor substrates
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[16–18], no work on the adsorption/growth behav-

iour of Ce@C82 has been reported to date. More-

over, the electronic properties of Ce@C82 thin

films and the interaction between the encapsulated

Ce atom and the outer carbon cage have been
investigated by synchrotron radiation photoemis-

sion spectroscopy (SR-PES) and X-ray photoelec-

tron spectroscopy (XPS). Other publications

by our group [7,27] describe resonant photoemis-

sion and NEXAFS spectroscopy of adsorbed

Ce@C82 molecules where the effects of strong co-

valent adsorption (on silicon) on the electronic

structure of the encapsulated atom are of primary
interest. Here, our focus is on the electronic struc-

ture of submonolayers and thin films of Ce@C82

on a substrate (Ag:Si(111)-(
p

3·
p

3)R30�) with

which the fullerene molecules interact extremely

weakly.
2. Experimental

Clean Si(111)-(7·7) surfaces were obtained by

degassing samples at �600 �C for 8–12 h and

then flash annealing at �1200 �C for 15–30 s with

direct current sample heating (under ultrahigh

vacuum (UHV) conditions). The Ag:Si(111)-

(
p

3·
p

3)R30� (henceforth, Ag:Si-
p

3) surfaces

were prepared by depositing Ag onto the clean Si
(111)-(7·7) surface while the substrate was kept

at �500 �C. During each of these processes, the

UHV chamber pressure was below 1·10�9 Torr.

The Ce@C82 material was produced and purified

as described elsewhere [19], and stored in CS2. Be-

fore deposition onto the clean Ag-terminated

Si(111) surface, the endohedral fullerene material

was degassed at 200 �C for 24 h in a custom-built
evaporator comprising a Knudsen cell mounted on

a linear transfer arm. (The evaporator could be

isolated from the main chamber via a gate valve.)

Ce@C82 was then sublimed onto the Ag-termi-

nated Si(111) surface (which was held at room

temperature) by rapidly (�10 min) increasing the

endohedral fullerene source temperature to �600

�C.
It is important to stress that the distance be-

tween the crucible containing the endohedral fulle-

rene material and the sample surface was reduced
to �1 cm by use of the linear transfer arm. We

find––in common with other groups [20]––that a

short sample–source distance (and a relatively ra-

pid temperature rise) is essential in order to fabri-

cate a thick endofullerene film. Due to the rapid
increase in source temperature, during the endo-

fullerene deposition the chamber pressure rose to

a maximum value of 2·10�8 Torr (and fell steadily

during the 20 min deposition period).

The high chamber pressure during endofulle-

rene deposition necessitates the use of a substrate

which is rather more chemically inert than the

Si(111)-(7·7) reconstruction––this is one reason
why the Ag:Si(111)-(

p
3·

p
3)R30� (�Ag-passivated�)

surface is chosen as the initial substrate. (A second

reason relates to the relatively large diffusion

coefficients of (endo)fullerene molecules on Ag:Si-

(111), permitting the formation of large, well-

ordered molecular islands and monolayers.) In

control experiments we found that the uptake of

contaminants on the Ag:Si(111) surface following
exposure to total chamber pressures of order 10�8

Torr was negligible. Similarly, following deposi-

tion of the Ce@C82 film, photoemission measure-

ments verified the absence of oxygen and CS2

contamination. The fabrication of C82 films fol-

lowed a similar method to that used for the prep-

aration of the Ce@C82 films: namely, degassing at

200 �C for 24 h with subsequent deposition at
�600 �C.

Room temperature STM observations were per-

formed in a UHV STM system with a base pres-

sure of �1·10�10 Torr using electrochemically

etched W tips. Although the UHV microscope is

from a commercial source (WA Technology), the

control electronics and software have been devel-

oped in-house [21]. For the STM measurements a
substantially lower endofullerene deposition rate

was employed (0.001–0.01 ML/h) to deposit sub-

monolayer coverages. This rate was determined

simply by counting the number of Ce@C82 mole-

cules in a given scan area and averaging over a

number of images taken at different regions of

the surface. Photoemission measurements of

Ce@C82 films were carried out on beamline 5U1
of the synchrotron radiation source (SRS), Dares-

bury, UK using a single channel hemispherical

analyser and a total instrumental resolution (as



Fig. 1. STM images of different coverages of Ce@C82 on the

Ag:Si-
p

3 surface. (a) 0.005 ML, �3 V, 0.1 nA, 90·90 nm; (b)

0.1 ML, �2 V, 0.1 nA, 32·32 nm; (c) 0.4 ML, �3 V, 0.1 nA,

86·86 nm; (d) A high resolution image of a 0.4 ML coverage
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estimated from the Fermi edge broadening of the

Ta sample holder) of �150 meV. The photoemis-

sion measurements on C82 films were taken on

beamline I311 of MAXII, Sweden using a UHV

chamber equipped with a hemispherical electron
energy analyser (SCIENTA SES200) but with sub-

stantially better energy resolution (<50 meV). All

valence band measurements were taken at room

temperature and at normal emission with the angle

between the incident beam and the analyser fixed

at 45� (Daresbury) or 55� (MAXII). The Ce 3d

core level spectrum of the sample exposed to

atmosphere was measured by a Kratos AXIS
Ultra X-ray photoelectron spectrometer with mono-

chromatized Al Ka radiation (1468.6 eV) operated

at 10 mA emission current and 15 kV anode poten-

tial. Ce 3d spectra were also acquired on beamline

ID32 of the ESRF using a hemispherical analyser

positioned at 45� to the incoming beam and with a

photon energy resolution of �260 meV (at a pho-

ton energy of 2610 eV).
where the orientation of individual molecular domains may be

discerned. (Lines on the image highlight orientation of domains

and are drawn as a guide to the eye.)
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Adsorption of Ce@C82 molecules on the Ag/

Si(111)-(
p
3·

p
3)R30� surface: submonolayer

coverages

Fig. 1 shows STM images of different coverages

of Ce@C82 on the Ag:Si-
p

3 surface. In Fig. 1(a), a

typical STM image of a low endofullerene cover-

age (0.005 ML), the bright circular features are

the absorbed Ce@C82 molecules. No evidence for

electric dipole-driven formation of isolated endo-

fullerene units such as dimers or the triangular

clusters previously observed for Nd@C82 on C60

films [22], has been found at any time during our

STM measurements. It should be borne in mind,

however, that while the (endo)fullerene–Ag:Si-
p

3

interaction is weak and largely van der Waals in

character [23–25], electrical measurements have

suggested that a small amount of charge transfer

may be involved [24]. The degree to which this type

of charge transfer might influence the bonding of
Ce@C82 to the Ag:Si-

p
3 surface is as yet unknown

and will be the focus of a future study by our

group.
The molecules observed in Fig. 1(a) are isolated

and bound at step edges, defects and domain

boundaries of the Ag:Si-
p

3 reconstruction, i.e.

reactive sites which are associated with Si dangling
bonds. Further deposition of Ce@C82 leads to the

formation of small islands (Fig. 1(b)). The islands

are close packed and again grown from the reac-

tive sites on the surface. Moreover, in a small num-

ber of cases domains with different orientations are

observed (Fig. 1(b)). The angle between the pri-

mary vectors of the two islands shown in Fig. 1b

is 30�±2�. For La@C82 on Ag:Si-
p

3, only one do-
main identified as having (3·3) order is observed

for coverages up to 0.5 ML [16]. This (3·3) phase

was also by far the most common of those ob-

served at a coverage of 0.7 ML [16], accounting

for 86% of the La@C82-covered surface area.

Unfortunately, due to poor experimental resolu-

tion we could not successfully resolve both the

Ag:Si-
p

3 reconstruction and the Ce@C82 islands
simultaneously. It is thus not possible to deter-

mine the orientation of the islands with respect

to the substrate in-plane crystallographic axes.



ig. 2. STM images of a Ce@C82 thin film grown on Ag:Si-
p

3.

a) 158·158 nm, �3 V, 0.1 nA; (b) 26·26 nm, �3 V, 0.1 nA; (c)

2·12 nm, �3 V, 0.1 nA, the inset �3 V, 0.1 nA, 30 nm·30 nm.
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Nevertheless, given the molecular separation with-

in the domains (1.16 nm) and the �30� angle be-

tween the basis vectors of the islands, the

domains we observe most likely correspond to

the (3·3) and (7
p

3·7
p

3)R30� phases observed
for La@C82 on Ag:Si-

p
3 (see Table 1 of Ref. [16]).

Larger islands are formed with increasing cov-

erage (Fig. 1(c)). It is worth noting that all of the

islands have the same orientation, as shown in

Fig. 1(d). This contrasts with the variety of do-

mains observed for La@C82 on Ag:Si-
p

3 [16].

Although it might perhaps be tempting to associ-

ate these differences in molecular ordering with
variations in intermolecular and molecule–sub-

strate interactions for Ce@C82 as compared to

La@C82, note that the deposition rate used in

the present study differs rather dramatically from

that used in Ref. [16] (0.001–0.01 ML/h (this work)

as compared to 0.1 ML/h [16]). Hence, it is most

likely that growth kinetics can largely account

for the slight differences in overall molecular pack-
ing observed for Ce and La endofullerenes on

Ag:Si-
p

3. (In this context, it is also worth noting

that following annealing at 300 �C, only one

La@C82 domain remained on the Ag:Si-
p

3 sur-

face [16].)

3.2. Growth of Ce@C82 thin films

Fig. 2 shows STM images of a thick Ce@C82

film on the Ag/Si(111) surface. From Fig. 2(a), a

large area STM image, more than 10 layers can

be clearly distinguished. Close examination of the

surface of the film, as shown in Fig. 2(b), shows

that the layers all have the same orientation. As

also shown in the high resolution image in Fig.

2(c), the endofullerene thin film is highly ordered.
From an STM profile measurement, the separa-

tion of the molecules is measured as 1.12±0.02

nm. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of a

mixture of two Ce@C82 isomers [14] and a sub-

limed Ce@C82 sample [15] reveal that the crystal

structure of the samples in each case is face-cen-

tred cubic (fcc) with lattice constants of 1.588

and 1.577 nm respectively. The results of a C 1s
near-edge X-ray absorption fine spectrum (NEX-

AFS) study of Ce@C82 [7] are also consistent with

the 4:1 isomeric mix very recently reported by Shi-
F

(

1
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bata et al. [14]. Assuming that the crystal structure

of the film is fcc, and using the distance between

the molecules on fcc(111) planes obtained from

STM images similar to that shown in Fig. 2(c),

the lattice constant is 1.58±0.03 nm, which is in
excellent agreement with the previous XRD results

[14,15].

3.3. Electronic structure of Ce@C82 thin films

Fig. 3 shows valence band spectra (hm=60 eV)

of both a Ce@C82 film and a C82 film on the

Ag:Si-
p

3 surface. (Note that attempting to isolate
the Ce-derived density of states via a Ce@C82–C82

difference spectrum is both problematic and mis-

leading. This is because structural (isomeric) differ-

ences between the C82 and Ce@C82 samples

strongly affect the valence band spectra.) No Ag

or Si core-level signals were detected, indicating

that the contribution of the substrate can be safely

ignored. Although the overall spectral �signature�
of Ce@C82 is rather similar to that of C82, there

are significant differences in the low binding energy

features (within a few volts of the Fermi level). The

spectral onset of C82 is much deeper (>1 eV) due to

the higher ionization energy of the empty fullerene.
Fig. 3. Comparison of the valence band spectra of the Ce@C82

ordered film and C82 film. The incident photon energy is 60 eV.

(a) C82 film; (b) Ce@C82 film.
Furthermore, the peak labelled �1� in Fig. 3(b) is

completely absent from Fig. 3(a) and the overall

shape of the band centred at �1.65 eV for

Ce@C82 (peak 2) is also quite different from its

counterpart in C82. It is also important to note that
there are isomeric differences between the C82 and

Ce@C82 samples used in our study.

The valence band of the Ce@C82 film is mark-

edly similar to that of both La@C82 [4] and

Gd@C82 [26], i.e. metallofullerenes with a trivalent

(or close to trivalent) encapsulated atom. In partic-

ular, in common with Poirier et al. [4], we can

identify eight features (those labelled 1–8 in Fig.
3(b)) in the endofullerene valence band spectrum.

Peak 1, located at 0.73 eV below the Fermi level,

has a direct counterpart in the valence band spec-

tra of La@C82 [4] and Gd@C82 [26] which (along

with the next highest binding energy valence band

feature) has been identified as arising from charge

transfer from the encapsulated atom to the fulle-

rene cage. While Poirier et al. originally suggested
that this so-called �single occupied molecular

orbital (SOMO)� feature was �almost entirely� C

derived and associated with minimal La 5d charac-

ter, a comprehensive resonant photoemission

study by Kessler et al. [5] clearly highlighted that

the frontier valence orbitals contain significant

La character. Similarly, attempts to quantify the

amount of charge transferred from the encapsu-
lated atom on the basis of the integrated intensities

of near-Fermi level valence band features [26], are

somewhat flawed due to the strong final state pho-

toelectron interference effects observed in fullerene

systems. Hence, although valence band measure-

ments (Fig. 3), Ce 3d XPS spectra (Fig. 4 and

Ref. [11]), and Ce L4,5 NEXAFS [7] data are con-

sistent with a Ce charge state that is close to 3+, we
have recently bolstered these spectroscopic tech-

niques with comprehensive Ce 3d!4f and Ce

4d!4f RESPES studies of both Ce@C82 and

Ce2@C80 to elucidate the degree of Ce 4f occu-

pancy in each case [27].

Despite the partly filled molecular orbitals

resulting from Ce!C-p* charge transfer, there is

clearly no evidence of density of states at the Fermi
level in Fig. 3(b). The spectral onset of the valence

band spectrum of the ordered Ce@C82 film is lo-

cated at 0.3 eV below the Fermi level, suggesting
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that Ce@C82 film is semiconducting and its band

gap is at least 0.3 eV. (The transport gap is defined

by the separation of the HOMO measured in an

�electron subtraction� technique such as photo-

emission and the LUMO measured in an �electron
addition� spectroscopy such as inverse photoemis-

sion.) In good agreement with the results of our

valence band study, Shibata et al. recently meas-

ured the temperature dependence of the resistance

of a Ce@C82 thin film and estimated the band gap

as 0.4 eV [14].

3.4. Interaction between the encapsulated Ce atom

and the fullerene cage

Fig. 4 shows the Ce 3d core level spectra of the

Ce@C82 film before and after exposure to atmos-

phere for more than 10 months. Both spectra com-

prise 3d3/2–3d5/2 spin-orbit-split doublets with
Fig. 4. Ce 3d core level spectra of a Ce@C82 film before and

after atmospheric exposure for a period of approximately 10

months. (a) Spectrum for the as-prepared sample, the incident

photon energy is 2610 eV (taken on beamline ID32, ESRF); (b)

Spectrum for the sample exposed to air, the incident photon

energy is 1468.6 eV (acquired using a Kratos AXIS Ultra X-ray

photoelectron spectrometer with monochromatized Al Ka

radiation (1468.6 eV)).
substantial final-state related satellite structure. In

the early eighties, Gunnarson and Schönhammer

developed an Anderson impurity-related theoreti-

cal model to calculate XPS, XAS, and valence pho-

toemission spectra for Ce compounds [28]. Their
analysis, coupled with a series of subsequent exper-

imental studies, has shown that Ce 3d spectra may

generally be interpreted in terms of a superposition

of three different final states: 3d94f0, 3d94f1 and

3d94f2. The binding energy positions and spectral

features associated with each of these states are la-

belled f0, f1, and f2 for the 3d3/2 component in Fig.

4. The intensity of the f0 feature is proportional to
1�nf, where nf is the 4f electron count in the initial

state [29]. That a distinct peak related to the 4f0

state (binding energy � 914 eV) is not observed in

Fig. 4 reveals that the 4f occupancy in the initial

state is close to 1, i.e. the Ce valence is close to

3+. A similar observation was made by Ding

et al. [8]. It is important to stress, however, that––

as pointed out by both Fuggle et al. [29] and Ohno
[30]––while the intensity of the 3d94f0 peak �tracks�
the value of the 4f occupancy, the agreement is not

exact. RESPES represents a somewhat more relia-

ble method of detecting Ce 4f occupancy and we

will present the results of our Ce@C82 RESPES

measurements in a separate paper [27].

A comparison of the Ce 3d spectra for as-

deposited and air-exposed Ce@C82 films (see Fig.
4(a) and (b)) clearly illustrates that there are only

subtle spectral differences following exposure of

the endofullerene film to atmosphere for over 10

months. The continued absence of a 3d94f0-related

peak in the Ce 3d spectrum indicates that there is

certainly little or no cerium(IV) oxide (in the form

of CeO2) present following the exposure to atmos-

phere [31]. Furthermore, the overall Ce 3d line-
shape is very different from that expected for

Ce(III) oxide [32]. Although the minor changes

we observe in the Ce 3d spectrum following atmos-

pheric exposure of the Ce@C82 film (largely in the

890–900 eV binding energy region) may relate to

small modifications in the cerium oxidation state,

it should be borne in mind that the spectrum

shown in Fig. 4(a) was acquired at a rather differ-
ent photon energy that that shown in Fig. 4(b)

(1468.6 and 2610 eV respectively). Thus, we cannot

at present rule out the possibility that variations in
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photoabsorption cross section are responsible for

the differences we observe. In any case, however,

our Ce 3d data clearly highlight the high degree

of protection offered by the C82 cage to the encap-

sulated cerium atom. This observation echoes that
of a recent study of the interaction of Ce@C82 with

the Si(111) surface where, despite the formation of

exceptionally strong covalent bonds between the

fullerene cage and the silicon substrate, the Ce

electronic structure and valence––as probed by

Ce L4,5 NEXAFS––remained remarkably impervi-

ous to dramatic changes in the molecular chemical

environment [7].
4. Conclusions

We have studied the adsorption behaviour and

thin film growth of Ce@C82 molecules on Ag-ter-

minated Si(111) surfaces. The molecules preferen-

tially adsorb at the reactive sites, such as defects,
step edges and domain boundaries of the Ag:Si-p

3 reconstruction due to the weak interaction be-

tween Ce@C82 and the Ag-passivated surface. At

relatively low coverages (�0.4 ML), the molecular

islands each have the same orientation with an

intermolecular separation of 1.16 nm. Very well-

ordered fcc thin films of Ce@C82 with few defects

may be grown on the Ag:Si-
p

3 surface. Valence
band spectroscopy reveals that the Ce@C82 film

is semiconducting with a band gap of at least 0.3

eV. Our valence band and Ce 3d XPS data, taken

together, strongly suggest that the Ce valence is

close to 3+. The fullerene cage strongly isolates

the encapsulated Ce atom from the chemical sur-

roundings and largely maintains the electronic

state of Ce atom following prolonged exposure
of a Ce@C82 film to atmosphere.
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